Canterbury Park Anti-Slaughter Policy
Canterbury Park requires its racing participants to adhere to its anti-slaughter policy.
The policy states:
Any owner or trainer stabled at Canterbury Park who knowingly, or without
conducting proper due diligence, sells a horse for slaughter, directly or indirectly, will have his or her stalls permanently revoked from Canterbury Park.
Canterbury Park requires its owners and trainers to conduct due diligence
on those buying horses and encourages its owners and trainers to support
rescue and adoption efforts and to find humane ways of dealing with horses
unable to continue racing.

Canterbury Park Stakes Race Information
The Rules and Regulations of racing adopted by the Minnesota Racing Commission
govern all races run over the Canterbury Park course. Nominations to stakes are
received only with the understanding that the officers of this Association reserve
the right to refuse the nomination at a later date and/or to refuse the transfer of the
nomination to another party.
All disputes, claims and objections arising out of the racing or with respect to the
interpretation of the conditions of any stake shall be decided by the stewards and
their decision upon all points shall be final.
Canterbury Park reserves the right to cancel any stake or other race prior to the
actual running thereof - without liability - except for the return of nomination and
entry fees paid.
If management considers it inadvisable for any reason to run a scheduled turf race
on the turf course, it will be run at corresponding distance on the main track as
outlined in this Condition Book under the subsection entitled Turf Policies.
Winner or non-winner of a stated sum means winner or non-winner of a single race
of that value to the first place horse.
Canterbury Park reserves the right to reject any nominations, to reduce the amount
of added money, or to cancel any stake at any time prior to the running thereof without liability - except for the return of the nomination and entry fees.
It is required that all horses be vaccinated against EHV-1 before entering the
grounds. Additionally, Canterbury Park reserves the right to mandate any additional
vaccine(s) as a condition of admittance based on pandemic or outbreak. For more
information on shipping in, please reference Notice for Horsemen Racing/Shipping
from Off Grounds and the Stall Application.

Quarter Horse Stakes Race Information
Checks that are stamped non-sufficient funds will automatically cancel eligibility to
the race. Horses dropped from the race for non-sufficient funds will not be eligible
for late payments or supplemental nominations. Checks returned for any other
reason may also cancel eligibility.
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Notice for Horsemen Approved for Stalls
All horses coming through the stable gate, including stable ponies must have:
1. A Certificate of Veterinary Inspection (CVI) signed by a veterinarian that is
dated within 10 days of entry and includes: rectal temperatures, EIA or Coggins
information (date, lab and accession number) and EHV-1 vaccination information
(date vaccinated, product name and the expiration date of the product).
2. A Coggins test dated within the past 12 months prior to September 15, 2018.
The results for each horse much be clearly marked on the CVI and must be legible
and accurate.
3. Quarter Horses with a CVI originating from a state with suspect cases of Equine
Piroplasmosis (EP) must have a negative test for Babesia (Theileria) equi taken
within the past 12 months prior to September 15, 2018. Currently this includes
only New Mexico and Texas but trainers and owners are encouraged to check the
Minnesota Racing Commission website (www.mrc.state.us) for additional states
with a suspect status.
4. Vaccination for Equine Herpes Virus (EHV-1) by a veterinarian no less than 14
days and no more than 120 days prior to arrival.
No horse will be allowed to enter the grounds, to enter a race or be permitted to
start unless a current, valid health certificate covering said horse is presented at the
stable gate. It is current if it is dated not more than 10 days prior to the date the horse
described in the certificate arrives in Minnesota for the first time in a calendar year.
Valid health certificates on all horses arriving at Canterbury Park must be presented
at the gate upon arrival or horses will not be permitted to unload.
Being granted stall space at Canterbury Park is a privilege. Along with that privilege
comes and expectation that horses based at Canterbury Park will also race at
Canterbury Park at a reasonable rate of participation. Owners and trainers that have
been granted stall space will be monitored for their general level of participation and
future stall allocations may be positively or negatively impacted by these results.
Should there be any questions as to the expectations for participation of horses
based at Canterbury Park, please contact Andrew Offerman at (952)-233-4838.

Notice for Horsemen Racing/Shipping from Off Grounds
1. All horses stabled off grounds must arrive by 9:00 a.m. the date of the race at
Canterbury Park.
2. Only licensed personnel are allowed in the Test Barn. Your employees must have
their MRC license in their possession.
3. If your horse is to be treated with furosemide, you must sign up in the Veterinarian’s
Office prior to administration. It is the trainer’s responsibility to obtain the services
of a private DVM licensed by the MRC to administer furosemide. A schedule of
administration times may be obtained from the Veterinarian’s Office or HBPA Office.
4. Horses shipping in and out from the farm will need to contact the Veterinarians’
Office for additional information regarding their Health Certificates (CVI).
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Minnesota Racing Commission Medication Rules
The purpose of these rules is to protect the integrity of horse racing, to guard the health of
the horse, to cooperate in the establishment of national medication rules as proposed by the
Association of Racing Commissioners International, and to safeguard the interests of the
public and the racing participants through the prohibition or control of all substances foreign
to the natural horse. With the exception of one of the approved NSAIDs and furosemide, all
medications must be discontinued at least 48 hours prior to racing.
All horses participating in racing at Canterbury Park must be in compliance with the Minnesota
Racing Commission Rules relating to medication. Information regarding the Minnesota’s
medication thresholds can be obtained by visiting www.mrc.state.mn.us, the Stewards’ Office
or in a Trainer’s Manual obtained from the Commission Veterinarian’s Office.
Trainers must notify the Commission Veterinarian’s Office of the stall location of each horse that
is to be treated with furosemide. An attendant must be present at the time of administration.
Violation of this rule can result in the horse being scratched and the trainer and/or assistant
trainer may be fined.
All official workouts required by the Commission Veterinarian for the purpose of potentially
removing a horse from the Veterinarian’s list will be conducted under the same medication
requirements as those for race days. Blood will be drawn from all horses and no horse will
be allowed to enter until after the sample has been returned with no medication overages or
violations present.

Racing Soundness Exam & Other Inspections
On each race day, trainers shall post a sign outside an entered horse’s stall stating that the
horse is “In Today”. The sign must be posted by 8:00 am and shall be removed immediately
upon the horse’s return from racing. Signs can be obtained from Canterbury Park Security
Department at the Stable Gate.
Each and every horse entered to race is subjected to a racing soundness exam on race day
conducted by a Commission Veterinarian. All racing soundness exams include manual palpation
of the limbs, specific limb flexion as needed and jogging the horse. The Commission Veterinarian
keeps a continuing health and racing soundness record of each horse examined and monitors
for both acute problems as well as changes in specific issues. Per MRC 7891.0100, every horse
to be examined must have had its legs cleaned of any poultice or other topical applications,
must be free of leg bandages or be wearing bandages which are easily removed, and must not
have been subjected within one hour of examination to freezing, icing, prolonged hosing with
cold water, or any other means of reducing the temperature of the legs.
Additionally, the Horse Identifier and the Horseshoe Inspector shall examine each horse. No
horse shall be eligible to start in a race and shall be scratched by the Stewards if it is found
unfit to race, not properly identified or improperly shod.

Testing
The Stewards or Commission Veterinarian may require any horse entered to submit to any
blood or other pre-race test, and no horse is eligible to start in a race until the owner or trainer
complies with any required testing procedure. Blood and urine test samples will be taken from the
winner of every race and any other horse or horses selected at the discretion of the Stewards.

Milkshaking
The practice of milkshaking horses entered to compete in horse races at Canterbury Park is
prohibited. The Minnesota Racing Commission reserves the right to perform physiological tests
consisting of blood samples on any horse entered to race prior to racing at Canterbury Park
and testing of these samples for total carbon dioxide concentrations. More specific information
regarding milkshaking can be found in the Trainer’s Manual available from the Commission
Veterinarian’s Office or Stewards’ Office.
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Minnesota Racing Commission Medication Thresholds
Please note, the Minnesota Racing Commission has numerous rule changes that
were recently enacted including, but not limited to, medication thresholds, NSAID
stacking, shock wave therapy, voiding of claims on injured horses, and the mandatory reporting of corticosteroid and other joint injections to any successful claimant
provided in the past 30 days for any horse that is claimed.
For an up-to-date list of all rules of racing, including current medication thresholds,
please contact the Commission Veterinarian’s Office and/or refer to the Minnesota
Racing Commission’s website at www.mrc.state.mn.us
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Minnesota Racing Commission NSAID Rule
According to Minnesota Administrative Rules Chapter 7890.0100 Subp. 13:
Medication. “Medication” is a substance, compound, or element, or combination
thereof, which is or can be administered to a horse for the purpose of preventing,
curing, or alleviating the effects of any disease, condition, ailment, or infirmity, or
symptom thereof, or for altering in any way the behavior, attitude, temperament,
or performance of a horse, including athletic performance. Medication includes all
analgesics, anesthetics, depressants, narcotics, stimulants, tranquilizers, and other
classifications of medications. Nothing herein shall be deemed to include:
A. Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDS)
The use of one of the three approved NSAIDS shall be permitted under the following conditions, with the exception of two-year-old race horses where no
concentration of any NSAID, other than phenylbutazone (bute), is allowed
in the plasma or serum sample taken after racing or official timed workouts:
(a) Phenylbutazone, provided that the test sample does not contain more than two
(2) micrograms of the substance per milliliter of blood plasma or serum;
(b) Flunixin, provided that the test sample does not contain more than twenty (20)
nanograms of the substance per milliliter of blood plasma or serum; and
(c) Ketoprofen, provided that the test sample does not contain more than two (2)
nanograms of the substance per milliliter of blood plasma or serum.
(2) These or any other NSAIDs are prohibited to be administered within the 24 hours
before post time for the race in which the horse is entered.
(3) The use of all but one of the approved NSAIDS shall be discontinued at least
48 hours before the post time for the race in which the horse is entered. Levels
constituting NSAID stacking violations have recently changed and are clearly defined
in MRC 7890 Subp. 13 Medication.
(4) Any horse to which a NSAID has been administered shall be subject to
having a blood and/or urine sample(s) taken at the direction of the Commission Veterinarian to determine the quantitative NSAID level(s) and/or the presence of other drugs which may be present in the blood or urine sample(s).

Drug Testing in Listed and Graded Races
All listed and graded races contested for thoroughbreds at Canterbury Park will be
subject to the testing guidelines prescribed for such races by the Thoroughbred
Owners and Breeders Association and the American Graded Stakes Committee.
In 2018, the following races will be contested under these guidelines:
Listed Stakes:

The Mystic Lake Derby
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Canterbury Park Safety Rules
In accordance with Minnesota Administrative Rules Chapter 7877.0170, Subp. 11:
(A) Any person mounted on or driving a horse on association grounds, and any
person handling a horse at the starting gate, must wear a properly secured safety
helmet at all times. (B) Any person mounted on a horse or racing in a sulky on association grounds, and any person handling a horse in the starting gate, must wear
a properly secured safety vest at all times.

Safety Helmet Guidelines
Per MN §7877.0170, Subp. 11 (A);
The helmet must comply with one of the following minimum safety standards or
later revisions: American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM 1163); European
Standards (EN-1384 or PAS-015 or VG1); or, Australian/New Zealand Standards
(AS/NZ 3838 or ARB HS 2012); or Snell Equestrian Standard 2001.

Safety Vest Guidelines
Per MN §7877.0170, Subp. 11 (B);
The safety vest must comply with one of the following minimum standards or later
revisions: (A) British Equestrian Trade Association (BETA):2000 Level 1; (B) Euro
Norm (EN) 13158:2000 Level 1; (C) American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) F2681-08 or F1937; (D) Shoe and Allied Trade Research Association
(SATRA) Jockey Vest Document M6 Issue 3; and (E) Australian Racing Board
(ARB) Standard 1,1998.

Riding Crops & Other Racing Equipment
In accordance with Minnesota Administrative Rules Chapter 7883.0170:
1. No bridle shall weigh more than two pounds.
2. All riding crops are subject to inspection and approval by the Stewards and the
Clerk of Scales and shall fall under the specifications as provided within Minnesota
Administrative Rules Chapter 7883.0170.
3. No person may lead a horse to the paddock with a chain shank unless the oral
portion is covered with a soft, no-abrasive material.

Toe Grabs
Toe grabs other than wear plates with a height greater than two millimeters (.07874
inches), including bends, jar caulks, stickers and any other traction device worn
on the front of shoes of horses while racing or training on all racing surfaces are
prohibited.

Canterbury Park Code of Conduct
Canterbury Park is committed to providing a safe environment as indicated in our
Code of Conduct. No trainer shall be permitted stall space without acknowledging,
in writing, their acceptance of the Canterbury Park Code of Conduct.
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Minnesota Racing Commission Claiming Procedures
1. Licensed Horse Owners
An individual who has a valid license as a horse owner - even though he or she may
not at the present time actually own a race horse registered to race - may claim.
2. Unlicensed Individuals
An individual who desires to become an owner of a race horse through claiming
may request a Claim Certificate from the Stewards by the following method: Submit
a completed application for horse owner’s license to the Minnesota Racing Commission at the meeting where the claim will be made. The application must indicate
the breed of the horse to be claimed and must state “to be claimed”. The application
must have the name of a licensed trainer who will be responsible for the care of
the claimed horse. In addition to the application, a completed fingerprint card and
a check or money order for the license are required.

Restrictions on Claimed Horses
1. Claims shall be made in writing on a form provided by the association. Claims
shall be signed and sealed in an envelope provided by the association, and that
envelope must be submitted and time stamped by the association not less then 15
minutes prior to post time of the race in which the horse to be claimed is entered.
2. A successful claimant may not transfer or sell a horse he has claimed (for racing
purposes) for a period of 30 days. The racing association may demand that the
horse be removed from the grounds and the association is not obligated to continue
to provide such horse stall space on its grounds.
3. Claimed horses shall race at the track claimed. No claimed horse shall race at
any other racetrack until after the close of the meeting at which it was claimed, or
for 60 days, whichever is shorter, except to fulfill one or more stakes engagements
or by the request of the Racing Secretary and approval of the Stewards.
4. A Claim Certificate is valid only at the race meeting where issued and is valid for
the term indicated on the Certificate by the Stewards.
5. Horses must be claimed in accordance with full registered ownership. If there are
two or more owners of a horse through which a claim is made, all must be included
in the claim and so recorded thereon.
6. Determination of the true sex of a claimed horse shall be the sole responsibility of
the claimant and mistakes in that regard printed in the official program or elsewhere
shall not be considered basis for invalidating the claim.
7. Claimed horses may run back for any claiming price in their next start.
8. All claimed horses are drug tested by the Minnesota Racing Commission.
9. A claim will be voided if the horse dies or is euthanized within one hour of racing;
or the horse is placed on the Veterinarian’s List for a musculoskeletal injury within
one hour of racing. However, the claim shall not be voided for this reason if the
claimant elects to accept the horse regardless of disposition as indicated in writing
on the claim form.
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Minnesota Racing Commission Licensing
Applications for annual occupation licenses shall be accompanied by a nonrefundable fee according to the following schedule:
1. $100 - Veterinarian, bloodstock agent or vendor
2. $50 - Owner, trainer, farrier or partnership
3. $35 - Jockey, apprentice jockey or jockey agent
4. $20 - Exercise person or assistant trainer
5. $15 - Pony person
6. $10 - Hot walker or groom
Minnesota rule requires all applicants who have not previously been licensed by
the commission to submit fingerprints with their initial application.
All applicants previously licensed by the commission must submit fingerprints or
proof of fingerprinting from an approved jurisdiction every 60 months.

Trainer Employee Lists
Trainers are responsible for seeing that all their employees hold valid Minnesota
Racing Commission licenses. Under the rules and regulations of the Minnesota
Racing Commission, all participants in racing - officials, owners, trainers, jockeys,
stable hands, etc, as well as pari-mutuel operators - are required to be licensed to
serve in their respective capacities.
Each trainer must provide a list of all persons in his or her employment to the Association’s Security Office and the MRC and must ensure that those persons are
licensed by the Commission no later than the next racing day after those employees
arrive on the grounds of an association. Lists will be available at the stable gate.
Trainers are required to keep these lists current. Upon discharge of an employee,
the trainer shall report that fact to the Association’s Security Office and Stewards
by no later than the end of that racing day.

Worker’s Compensation
All horsemen racing at Canterbury Park are required to have a valid certificate of
insurance for worker’s compensation covering stable employees. This includes
exercise riders that are not independent contractors. If they are deemed independent contractors they must meet the requirements set by MN statute 5224.0330
and 5224.0340

Pony Rider & Groom Attire
All pony riders must wear approved jackets or shirts while on the racetrack during
racing hours. These items will be available for purchase in the Racing Office.
Pony riders will be expected to keep their mounts well groomed and their tack clean.
Grooms will be provided with numbered vests which they must wear when with their
horse in the paddock and the walking ring.
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Juveniles in the Canterbury Park Stable Area
1. All people under the age of 18 who do not hold a current Minnesota Racing Commission (MRC) License, and are employed in the Stable Area or are not signed
in by a legal parent or guardian through the Stable Gate Visitors Log, must obtain
a dependent’s credential from the Security Department. In order to obtain the dependent credentials, a parent or legal guardian must accompany the dependent
and sign for the credential, whereby the parent or legal guardian would accept full
responsibility for the dependent, relative to the rules set forth by the MRC and policies set forth by Canterbury Park.
2. People under the age of 16 will not be allowed to operate any motor vehicle
(including golf carts, motorized scooters, etc) on Canterbury Park property.
3. Substantial penalties will be levied against any MRC Licensee who employs a
person under the age of 16 or who employs people without a valid MRC License.
4. Substantial penalties will be levied against any parent or legal guardian who, after
an investigative process, has been determined to be neglectful of said dependent.

No Dogs Allowed in the Stable Area
No dogs will be allowed stable area during the 2018 Racing Season.

Unlicensed Employees in the Stable Area
Any owner or trainer employing unlicensed individuals will be held completely
responsible for all medical bills incurred by such help as a result of an accident at
Canterbury Park.
Any owner or trainer employing unlicensed help is subject to disciplinary action by
the Stewards.

Parking in the Stable Area
Individuals who receive parking tickets and/or moving violation(s) on the grounds of
Canterbury Park maybe subject to the temporary or permanent forfeiture of driving
privileges in the Stable Area.
All licensed persons wishing to operate a motor vehicle in the Stable Area:
1. Must obtain, from the Stable Gate, a parking permit that must be visible at all
times from outside of the vehicle.
2. All persons operating motor vehicles on the grounds of Canterbury Park are required to hold a valid driver’s license & auto insurance policy and be able to show
proof of insurance.
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House Rules & General Rules of Occupancy
Canterbury Park reserves the right to regulate by House Rule. Copies of each House
Rule can be obtained from the Steward’s Office or the Racing Secretary’s Office.

Exclusive Rights Vested in Canterbury Park
Canterbury Park reserves for itself the exclusive right and sole discretion to enter,
modify, alter or change the physical condition or use of any of its facilities, wherever
located on or about its premises; and permission granted herein to the Licensee to
use the premises does not constitute a lease of the premises and Canterbury Park
maintains the sole interest in and exclusive control of the premises.

Applicable Rules & Regulations
The license and privilege to reside at Canterbury Park granted hereunder is subject
to and shall be governed by the conditions, rules and regulations of Canterbury
Park as contained in the Dormitory Agreement and as set forth in its House Rules,
Condition Books, Overnight Sheets or other materials published and disseminated
by Canterbury Park, or posted in its Racing Secretary’s Office, Horsemen’s Office
or in any other Canterbury Park publication. Rules and Regulations are subject to
change from time to time and any changes shall be deemed effective when made.

Dormitory Revocation
Residency in a dormitory room at Canterbury Park is a revocable privilege at
the sole and exclusive discretion of Canterbury Park. Possession of a firearm in a
dormitory room is strictly prohibited. Revocation of Dormitory Privileges may also
include exclusion from all Canterbury Park property.

Dormitory Inspections
As a means of ensuring a safe environment within the stable area, periodic
inspections will be conducted by track personnel of dormitory rooms at Canterbury
Park. Failure to cooperate with a dormitory room inspection may be cause for
immediate revocation of dormitory room privileges.

Fire Safety
The Licensee entering upon this agreement acknowledges having read and
understood the Fire Prevention Regulations of Canterbury Park. Failure to follow
the regulations or to allow any safety inspection may be cause for immediate
revocation of the licensee’s dormitory room. Upon the request of the Shakopee
City Fire Marshall, any dormitory or building on Canterbury Park property may be
inspected. All city and state electrical codes must be followed at all times.

Notice Regarding Bulk Shavings
Due to the change in policy regarding straw bedding noted on page 4, bulk shavings
may be used in 2018 only as long as they are cleaned up and stored daily. Any loose
or uncontained piles of shavings will be removed and future deliveries restricted.
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Training Schedules and Regulations
The track will be open for training beginning April 23, weather permitting. Training
hours and a break schedule are to be announced.
Any person mounted on a horse or working as a member of the starting gate crew
must wear both a securely fastened safety helmet and safety vest on the race
track at all times. Safety equipment much match the standards set forth in MN
§7877.0170, Subp. 11.
Horses galloping on the track at less than a two-minute clip will be required to stay
25 feet from the inside rail.
An ambulance staffed with an EMT as well as a horse ambulance will be available
during training hours.
There will be outriders on the track for your protection. Please, do not hesitate to
call the outrider if you need assistance.

Starting Gate Schooling
The starting gate is available for schooling on select mornings during workouts.
Schooling hours to be announced.

Paddock Schooling
Permission to school in the paddock must be obtained from the Paddock Judge.
The Paddock Judge can be reached through the Racing Office.

Paddock Entrance
Paddock entrance is restricted to owners, trainers, and their employees and those
involved with the conduct of racing at Canterbury Park. Any others wishing access
or entrance to the Paddock area must receive prior approval from the Racing
Secretary, Stewards, or Canterbury Management. No food, drink or strollers are
permitted in the paddock at any time.

Stall Cleaning
Trainers are asked to make sure that the stalls allotted to them for the meet are
clean upon vacating the backside at the end of season.
A minimum $10 fee will be charged for stalls not stripped.

Change of Equipment & Gate Card
All trainers who request a change of blinkers must first secure a card from the starter.
A change of blinker equipment must be reported to the Racing Secretary’s office
at time of entry.
All horses which have never started must have approval from the starter before
entry will be accepted.
All horses must carry their equipment to the post.
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CANTERBURY PARK

01/15/2018
Canterbury Park From
201705/05/2017
LeadingTo
Thoroughbred
Connections
For Breed: Thoroughbred

2017 Meet
Current
MeetLeading
LeadingJockeys
Jockeys
Name

Jareth Loveberry
Orlando Mojica
Alex L. Canchari
Leslie Mawing
Hugo Sanchez
Andrew R. Ramgeet
Denny Velazquez
Israel Hernandez
Quincy Hamilton
Dean P. Butler

Sts

377
376
214
348
302
208
269
280
211
131

1st 2nd 3rd Win%
74
66
50
49
47
36
30
27
27
23

60
72
36
52
41
25
31
28
26
18

60
50
27
45
45
24
39
44
30
16

20
18
23
14
16
17
11
10
13
18

$%

Purses

51 $1,590,373
50 $1,481,287
53 $1,017,048
42
$979,990
44
$884,604
41
$712,127
37
$782,955
35
$531,453
39
$707,804
44
$513,374

2017 Meet
Current
MeetLeading
LeadingTrainers
Trainers
Name

Mac Robertson
Robertino Diodoro
Bernell B. Rhone
Francisco Bravo
Joel Berndt
Tony Rengstorf
Miguel Angel Silva
Gary M. Scherer
Valorie Lund
Karl Broberg

Sts

274
171
215
167
141
144
189
100
80
85

1st 2nd 3rd Win%
69
36
34
26
24
22
21
15
15
15

50
34
21
13
25
31
23
15
11
9

40
21
29
27
25
22
23
12
8
15

25
21
16
16
17
15
11
15
19
18

$%

Purses

58 $1,763,068
53
$672,967
39
$552,215
40
$615,168
52
$575,417
52
$558,277
35
$401,028
42
$336,315
43
$304,920
46
$310,927

2017 Meet
Current
MeetLeading
LeadingOwners
Owners
Name

Novogratz Racing Stables
(Joe Novogratz)
Curtis A. Sampson
Lothenbach Stables, Inc.
(Robert Lothenbach)
Winchester Place
Thoroughbreds, LLC (Lorie
Michaels)
Cheryl Sprick & Richard
Bremer
Al & Bill Ulwelling
Barry & Joni Butzow
Peter Mattson
Joel Zamzow
Hugh H. Robertson, John
Mentz & Jeff Larson

Sts

48

1st 2nd 3rd Win%
17

7

5

35

81
55

16
13

14
11

13
9

49

11

10

66

9

47
24
38
28
20

8
7
7
6
6

62

$%

Purses

60

$375,768

20
24

53
60

$371,055
$408,525

7

22

57

$300,075

3

13

14

38

$200,667

6
5
2
8
5

12
3
9
7
2

17
29
18
21
30

55
63
47
75
65

$140,820
$135,665
$161,809
$222,625
$118,030

CANTERBURY PARK

Canterbury Park 2017 - Leading Quarter Horse Connections
From 05/05/2017 To 01/15/2018
For Breed: Quarter Horse

2017 Meet Leading Jockeys

Current Meet Leading Jockeys
Name

Oscar Delgado
Brayan Velazquez
Nik G. Goodwin
Marcus Swiontek
Ismael S Ricardo
David Pinon
Justin Shepherd
Cristian R. Esqueda
Denny Velazquez
Justine Klaiber

Sts

92
91
78
82
60
78
45
38
33
56

1st 2nd 3rd Win%
18
17
12
9
9
7
6
5
4
4

10
20
12
11
9
10
4
3
5
4

10
11
15
11
3
7
9
3
6
4

20
19
15
11
15
9
13
13
12
7

$%

41
53
50
38
35
31
42
29
45
21

Purses

$263,277
$261,808
$191,464
$126,858
$108,636
$107,930
$86,890
$54,772
$70,283
$55,550

2017 Meet
Current
MeetLeading
LeadingTrainers
Trainers
Name

Jason Olmstead
Edward Ross Hardy
Dean R. Frey
Kasey Willis
Tomey Swan
R. Allen Hybsha
Victor Hanson
Casey Black
Charlton Hunt
Bob Johnson

Sts

161
70
29
26
18
38
63
22
41
71

1st 2nd 3rd Win%
23
13
8
7
7
6
5
5
4
4

34
7
4
2
1
4
8
3
5
3

23
8
2
5
3
6
4
3
9
4

14
19
28
27
39
16
8
23
10
6

$%

50
40
48
54
61
42
27
50
44
15

Purses

$448,244
$224,899
$96,983
$95,733
$57,064
$67,697
$79,361
$78,003
$60,151
$74,603

2017 Meet
Current
MeetLeading
LeadingOwners
Owners
Name

Thomas J. Scheckel
Dean R. Frey
Corey Wilmes
Lunderborg, LLC (B.
Lunderborg)
Brenda Reiswig
Patrick E. Swan
Ralph A. Haglund
Summer Run, Inc. (P.
Luedemann)
Thomas D. Lepic
Terry Reed

Sts

65
17
17
17

1st 2nd 3rd Win%
7
7
6
4

9
2
3
7

5
1
0
2

11
41
35
24

40
8
15
18

4
4
4
3

4
1
0
5

3
1
1
4

6
40

3
2

0
8

1
9

63

$%

Purses

32
59
53
76

$127,356
$87,008
$68,738
$100,695

10
50
27
17

28
75
33
67

$52,577
$30,256
$43,047
$74,303

50
5

67
48

$48,938
$62,020

